Working Group Reports and Wrap Up

Working groups, please bring your summaries to the front of the room during the coffee break. #NucATown

Jack Winkelbauer

Time for 5 minute working group summaries, a.k.a. The Lightning Roung #NucATown

Nuc Astro Town 2012

#NucATown FRIB highest nuclear physics priority of nuclear astrophysics community

Artemis Spyrou

#NucATown #NucATheory connecting nuclear theory & astrophysics theory with experiments & observations is the future!

Edward Brown

#nucatown AAS now has a new Division on Laboratory Astrophysics which is a good way for nuclear astrophysics to get closer to astronomy.

Falk Herwig

Masterful simulataneous talk/tweet by @nworbde !
#NucATown

Zach Meisel

Frank Timmes now summarizing #AstroComputing working group findings. #NucATown

Christian D. Ott

In case you ever wanted to run your own core collapse simulation. Go to stellarcollapse.org and get GR1D! #NucATown

Christian D. Ott

Astronomy awareness increasing - just was asked to talk "Nuc reaction rate uncertainties impact" at ESO astronomy conference -1st #nucatown

Falk Herwig